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document, over 400 pages. A: It seems that I may have found my solution. This article offers a solution that can access the entire document's metadata (headers and data). It references OdsNamedValueList. While I haven't tried this, I am now able to save the entire document using it. ODSNamedValueList odsNMVList; bool bRet; odsNMVList = new OdsNamedValueList(); if (odsNMVList == null) { return; } // save metadata
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If you only want to add the first one, put a tick mark next to it. You can also select all the checkbox to select them all, which shows the tick. References Category:Desktop virtualization software Category:Windows-only softwareAn inkjet printing system, as one embodiment of a fluid ejection system, may include a print head that includes a drop generator configured to generate droplets of ink, a reservoir that is configured to
receive the ink from the drop generator, and a plurality of nozzles in communication with the reservoir that are configured to eject the ink onto an image receiving surface or medium. The nozzles may be formed in the print head or in a nozzle plate as appropriate. A nozzle may be regarded as formed in the print head if generated directly by the drop generator, or it may be regarded as formed in the nozzle plate if generated
indirectly by the drop generator through an intermediate structure. For example, the nozzles may be formed in an aperture plate, or nozzle plate, that has a plurality of nozzles typically arranged in one or more arrays. The orifices or nozzles in the aperture plate may be formed using a micromirror device that controls and moves droplets of ink, sometimes referred to as ‘ink droplets,’ out of the orifice and onto the print medium. In
some examples, the orifices or nozzles may be oriented relative to the aperture plate so that the ink droplets are ejected in a direction substantially normal to the plane of the aperture plate, to which direction the droplets impinge on a print medium moving in a sub-scanning or traverse direction. FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of an inkjet printing system using a print head with an orifice array according to the prior art. In
particular, FIG. 1 illustrates a portion of an inkjet printing system 100 that includes a print head 3da54e8ca3
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